To whom it may concern,
The letter is written in rebuttal to the accusations cited in a letter I received from Principal Bjorn
Paige on May 10, 2017
The letter states I gave a female student a shoulder rub/massage. That is absolutely false. I have
never given any student a shoulder rub or massage.
The letter states I placed my arms on the legs of a female student sitting crossed legged while
helping her with homework. That is again absolutely not true. I have never touched the legs of
any female student.
The letter states I have made statements about how female students dress "especially when they
are wearing something revealing". That is absolutely false. I do not make comments about how
females dress, especially when they wear provocative clothing for exactly this reason. I do not
want to be taken incorrectly so I choose to say nothing at all.
It should be noted that the female student (along with her friend group) behind these accusations
had been recently caught cheating on a statistics test and received a zero. She has also had her
phone taken away by me three times in the last couple of weeks. One strategy to deflect focus on
missteps you have made is to discredit/slander your detractor. I believe that is what the student
in question is attempting with these accusations.
It states in the letter that I was ordered to attend "sexual harassment training". This is also not
true. I never attended one nor was I ordered to do so.
I am deeply concerned that for all my alleged comments they were not able to produce a single
quote. It is my hope that the administration will see these slanderous accusations for the spiteful
untruths they are and that the letter I received from Mr. Paige be removed from my file.

Regards,

Donn Boyd

